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More and more marketers are becoming aware of this powerful 
content format, and are quickly hopping on board the video trend to 
give their viewers what they want.

shoppers that view videos are 1.81X 
more likely to purchase than non-video viewers

Since it launched in 2004, Facebook has burgeoned into a social 
media colossus with more than 2.27 billion users worldwide. If you’re 
seeing more video on your Facebook feed, it’s not by chance. 
Facebook pivoted towards video back in 2015 as a response to how 
the medium was already gaining popularity among consumers of all 
ages and genders.



 Even more powerful than 
providing a resonant brand experience is the fact that videos 
convert. According to Adobe, 
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Talk to an expert
We're friendly and available to chat. 
Reach out to us atanytime and we'll 

happily answer your questions.
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What Are Facebook Video Ads?

As you likely suspected, Facebook video ads are 
Facebook advertisements in the format of videos.



Instead of writing out a blurb of text and/or 
uploading an image, you’ll need to either create a 
video in-house, work with a videographer to create 
one, or use an already existing video to upload to 
Facebook’s native video player. 



From there you’ll be able to customize the video 
description, thumbnail, budget, and audience you 
serve the ad to.

Facebook video ads are the best way to ensure people remember your 
brand and come back to your site. Video isn’t just trending on 
Facebook, it’s a strategy that works to engage and convert website 
visitors, to push leads down the funnel in email marketing campaigns, 
and to fuel engagement across multiple social channels like Twitter, 
LinkedIn, and Periscope (which has literally built a social network based 
just on live video streaming).



According to Sheryl Sandberg, 1.5 million small and medium-sized 
businesses shared videos on Facebook in September of 2015. 



There are four main reasons:



1. Users interact with live video more than other forms of content.

2. Facebook Live capitalizes on Facebook’s awesome social power.

3. Facebook favors live video over other forms of content.



Let’s take a deeper look at each of these reasons below.
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Reasons to Run Facebook Video Ads



Facebook Users Engage with Live Video More 
Than Other Forms of Content

Viewers can jump in at any time, and use 
Facebook reactions and comments to engage 
with the presenter, while also watching how 
other viewers are reacting

Today, video content reigns supreme. In fact, social video generates 
1,200% more shares than posts using images or text.



But that’s not all. Today, social media and the consumption of content 
moves fast. It’s all about what’s happening now, in the moment. And, 
this is why Facebook Live videos see three times the engagement of 
traditional videos shared on the platform. Okay sure, there’s Snapchat. 
But, Snapchat only provides snippets of video — short-form snapshots 
of what’s happening. 



The awesome power of Facebook Live video lies in the fact that it’s 
long-form, and there’s a high level of viewer-involvement.


And, the result? People spend three times as long watching Facebook 
Live videos as they do regular ones.

Facebook is a giant. It was the first social network ever to surpass 1 
billion users, and it’s far larger than any other social network in the 
world with a massive 2.2 billion users. Just check out the graph below. It 
shows the most popular social networks in the world as of July 2019, 
ranked by the number of active users (in millions):
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Show videos that don’t require sound
Utilize CPM bidding to ensure your ads are on 
autoplay

No sound might sound bizarre until you take the time to reflect on how 
you view videos on Facebook. While from time to time it might be in the 
comfort of your own home, people are often browsing through their 
news feeds to kill time on their commutes, while in a restaurant or 
public place, or while taking a brain break at work. More often than not, 
a sound is not appropriate in these scenarios and since people are 
inherently lazy the chances of them plugging in their headphones to 
listen to a video advertisement on Facebook are slim.



Does your video simply not make sense without sound? Add captions! 
Facebook recently announced that they’re making it even easier for 
advertisers to automatically add captions to their videos because 
they’ve become aware that sound can be an issue. “Internal tests show 
that captioned video ads increase video view time by an average of 
12%,” Facebook reports.


Advertisers might shy away from autoplay in certain environments, but 
Facebook shouldn’t be that place. Why? 



Because there are enough distractions present on Facebook as it is, so 
you want to engage multi-tasking newsfeed scrollers as fast as 
possible, and playing your videos automatically is the best way to do 
so. To be eligible for autopay you need to bid by cost-per-impressions 
(CPM) rather than cost-per-click (CPC).
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Tips to make the most of your Ads on Facebook
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Get to the point quickly

I was surprised to find that Facebook video ads can be 
up to 120 minutes in length. This is insanely long, and 
the chances of someone completing a 2-hour video 
while on a social network seem pretty unlikely.



Video length matters when it comes to business videos 
(http://wistia.com/blog/does-length-matter-it-does-for-vi
deo-2k12-edition). People watch more than 80% of a 
video shorter than 30 seconds. As you can see from the 
graph below, the longer the video, the less people 
watch.
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Advertise video content that’s performed 
well elsewhere

Get granular with your audience

Which videos performed best organically on Facebook? Which videos 
perform best on your website? Which webinars have driven the most 
engagement? What does your audience like to watch?



These are just a few of the questions you should ask before running 
your video ads. You should be looking at metrics like engagement and 
play rate of your video content across channels before you determine 
what videos are worth putting money behind.


This a lesson taught in Facebook Advertising 101, but it’s also one you 
must remember when running video ads. These things cost money so 
you might as well advertise to a granular and relevant audience to cut 
through the clutter and focus your budget on engaging the people that 
matter.

Once your Facebook video ads have gained a significant amount of 
views you need to take a step back and determine if the money spent is 
yielding a return. How many people are watching videos? Clicking on 
your ads? Visiting your website after watching? Understanding how 
your Facebook video marketing impacts your target audience will help 
improve your video production and advertising strategy to ensure your 
business is positively impacted.
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Pay attention to and learn from your video 
stats
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Tips to make the most of your Ads on Facebook
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Before Live Stream Define Your Goals

1.  Define your goals

2. Promote the event ahead of time

3. Set up your tools and location



There are three main things you need to do before 
you go live:



Let’s take a deeper dive into each of them.


Before you start creating Facebook Live videos, you need to know what 
you hope to achieve from your broadcasts.

It’s like Lewis Carroll explains in Alice in Wonderland through an 
exchange between Alice and the Cheshire cat: “Simply put, if you don’t 
know where you’re going, any road will get you there…”



And, not every style of live stream is right for every brand or situation. 
So, you need to carefully evaluate your reasons for using Facebook Live 
video.



Goals could include:



* Strengthening customer relations

* Growing your social following

* Increasing email signups

* Boosting sales of a specific product.

1

Engagement: Steps to Go Live
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Promote the Event Before You Go Live What Do You Need to Use Facebook 
Live Video?

Users spend an average of 22 minutes per day on Facebook 
(http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Time-Spent-with-Facebook-Still-Gro
wing-Not-by-Much/1013903). But, that doesn’t mean your audience is 
guaranteed to be online when you go live. So, you need to promote 
your broadcast before it happens. Be sure to post about the event on 
social channels like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, and even send 
an email to your mailing list. 



And, don’t forget to include a link, as well as the date and time. Also, if 
you’re hosting a regular Facebook Live broadcast, you could even 
include the details of it in your social media banner image. Tease 
people with a hint at what’s to come. Try to give them a sense of what 
to expect, and clearly highlight the benefits of attending.

Here’s all you need to go live on Facebook:

A Facebook page for your business,

A smartphone, laptop, or tablet,

And, a strong, reliable internet connection.



The main decision you need to make is whether to use a desktop 
device or a mobile device.



And, the easy way to answer this question is: Do you want the camera 
angle to be fixed, or moveable?



If you’re presenting a talk-show-like series, avoid the shaky camera and 
opt to use your laptop. But, if you want your broadcast to be more 
personal, and interactive, perhaps use a mobile device.



And, if you do opt to use a mobile device, consider using a selfie-stick to 
help keep the camera steady.
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Before Live Stream
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Download the Facebook Pages App Setup Your Facebook Live Video Broadcast

Give Your Broadcast a Compelling Description

If you haven’t already, you’ll need to download the Facebook Pages 
app. This way, you’ll be able to broadcast straight from your store’s 
Facebook page. 



Once you’ve installed the app, go ahead and log in.


Go to the News Feed, and tap the ‘Live’ option, denoted by the ‘Play’ 
icon. If you’ve only just installed the app, your phone will ask for 
permission to use your camera and microphone. So, make sure you 
click ‘OK.’ Thankfully, this will only happen the first time you go live.

This description will show up on people’s News Feeds like a status 
update above the video. To encourage people to tune in, write a short 
attention-grabbing headline that sums up what your broadcast is 
about.

You can change the privacy settings under your Facebook Page name. 
If you’d like to do a test broadcast, change the setting to ‘Only Me.’ That 
way, no one will see your broadcast.
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Make Sure Your Privacy Setting is Set to 
‘Public’
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Steps To Go Live
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Add Your Location, and Choose an Activity Make Sure Your Camera Settings are Correct

There are two icons to the right-hand side of your screen which allow 
you to add your location, and select an activity. 


If your location doesn’t automatically show up, you can search for it.

These small touches help to personalize your video.


Before you go live, make sure that your camera’s pointing in the 
direction you want it to. And, select whether you want the flash on 
throughout your broadcast.



You can do this by tapping the two icons at the top of your screen.



Unless you’re broadcasting from somewhere extremely dark like a 
nightclub, it’s best to make sure the flash is turned off.


Start Live VideoAlright, when you’re ready, tap ‘ ’ to go live!
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Go Live!7 8

When you’re live, you can tap the speech bubble icon at the bottom of 
your screen to view and interact with viewer’s comments. And, there’s 
plenty of filters, themes, and effects that you can use to express 
yourself and make the broadcast even more fun. Once, you’re ready to 
end your broadcast, just tap finish!


Take Advantage of the Creative Tools and 
Comments

Steps To Go Live
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Download and Post Your Facebook Live 
Video

Edit Your Post on Mobile

After you’ve finished broadcasting, Facebook Pages will play your Live 
video. First, make sure to download your video for future use by 
tapping the arrow-down icon in the top right-hand corner.



Then, post your Facebook Live video to your page by tapping ‘Post.’


It’s best to update your Facebook Live video’s description and tags to 
help make it more discoverable.



This way, you’ll be able to call out some of the highlights that happened 
during the broadcast.



To do this, tap the three dots on your post, and then tap ‘Edit Post.’


Facebook Pages on desktop gives you more editing options. And, it’s 
worth logging on to a computer to make these changes. Once again, 
you can edit your description. But, you’re also able to edit your video’s 
title and add relevant tags. 



You can also click ‘Custom’ to upload up to 10 thumbnails for your 
video. You want your video to be represented by relevant, intriguing 
images. You don’t want a shot of the floor, or an embarrassing still 
frame to be the main visual in users’ Newsfeeds!
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Edit More Details on Desktop11

12

If you haven’t already, you can now connect your Shopify store to your 
Facebook page. This allows you to sell products directly from your 
page. What’s more, Facebook gives you the option of tagging products 
that you mention throughout your Facebook Live video. Simply tap the 
icon at the bottom of the editing window and search for your product, 
or click to add a new product.

Link to Products Mentioned in the Facebook 
Live Video

Steps To Go Live
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Test out Facebook Live Video Using the 
‘Only Me’ Privacy Setting

Keep Re-Introducing Yourself Throughout Your 
Broadcast

You don’t want to go live to your audience only for things to go terribly 
wrong!



So, consider doing a quick trial run first. This is a great way to test the 
waters and make sure you’re comfortable with the technical side of 
Facebook Live video.


When you start broadcasting, take a minute to introduce yourself and 
explain what the video’s about.



But, keep in mind that it might take a few minutes for people to tune in. 
So, be sure to keep re-introducing yourself, and what the video’s about 
for any newcomers.


You want to get as many comments and interactions on your Facebook 
Live video as possible. This will give it a higher relevancy score — 
making it more likely to show up on people’s News Feeds.

To help, regularly ask for viewers to submit questions. 



And, when you answer those questions, make sure to call people out 
by name. As Dale Carnegie famously wrote, “Remember that a person’s 
name is to that person the sweetest and most important sound in any 
language.”
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Engage with Comments and Call the Person 
Out by Name
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You want to get as many comments and interactions on your Facebook 
Live video as possible. This will give it a higher relevancy score — 
making it more likely to show up on people’s News Feeds. 



To help, regularly ask for viewers to submit questions. And, when you 
answer those questions, make sure to call people out by name.

Engage with Comments and Call the Person 
Out by Name

Engagement: Tips To Make The Most of Your Livestreams
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Don’t Worry About Making Mistakes Ask Viewers to Follow You to Receive Live 
Notifications

It’s important to remember that viewers aren’t expecting to see a 
Broadway actor recite a powerful monologue. Viewers tune in with the 
expectation that a Facebook Live chat is just that: a chat.



Don’t feel the pressure of perfection (namely because perfection 
doesn’t exist in the online streaming world), and instead opt for: 1. 
Clarity of message; and 2. Approachability.



Spontaneity is part of the appeal. And, you can’t edit what happens — 
so, if someone photobombs you, or you lose your train of thought, just 
go with it! Make a joke, laugh it off, and keep talking. And, if something 
technical does go wrong, it’s okay. Just explain what’s happening to 
viewers, and do your best to fix it quickly. Bottom-line? Take advantage 
of the opportunity to showcase the human side of your brand.


If viewers are enjoying your broadcast, chances are, they’ll also enjoy 
your future broadcasts! So, make sure to ask them to follow you to 
receive notifications of future broadcasts.



Also, ask them to ‘Like’ your brand on Facebook to ensure they receive 
more of your content.
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You want to get as many comments and interactions on your Facebook 
Live video as possible. This will give it a higher relevancy score — 
making it more likely to show up on people’s News Feeds. 



To help, regularly ask for viewers to submit questions. And, when you 
answer those questions, make sure to call people out by name.

Engage with Comments and Call the Person 
Out by Name

Tips To Make The Most of Your Livestreams
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Broadcast for At Least 10 Minutes Don’t Forget to Wrap Up and Say Goodbye 
Before You End Your Broadcast

Why? Well, once you go live, you’ll slowly but surely start showing up in 
people’s News Feeds. And so, the longer you broadcast, the more likely 
people are to discover your Facebook Live video. You can stay live for 
up to 90 minutes. But as a general rule, try to keep broadcasts at least 
10 minutes in length.

Thank people for watching, ask them to share the video with their 
friends, and then finish with a personal goodbye! You might also want 
to tell viewers when your next Facebook Live video will be, so that they 
can tune in.
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Don’t forget to post your video on other social channels, and link to it 
from other related blog posts or videos. One of the best ways to do this 
is to release short clips of the video’s highlights and link back to the 
whole video. You can post these short video clips as Facebook Stories, 
on Instagram 
(https://www.oberlo.com/blog/how-to-hack-instagram-marketing), 
Snapchat, Twitter, etc.

Share Your Facebook Live Video on Other 
Channels

Tips To Make The Most of Your Livestreams
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Talk to an expert We're friendly and available to chat. Reach out to us 
atanytime and we'll happily answer your questions.

Our product is our bread and butter and we’ve gone far 
beyond the basics to build a true marketing ETL platform 
that frees up engineering time while giving marketers the 
data they need.



What you buy from Improvado is beyond the aggregation and 
standardization you’d expect to build yourself: you buy a 
world-class solution that is focused, around the clock, on 
continued innovation and automation, to give you unrivaled 
insights and optimization capabilities.



Our teams build and support integrations, improve 
infrastructure and monitor system performance, and 
constantly work to add new features. 



Our data science team is devoted to spotting discrepancies, 
and our technical support team is working 24/7 to handle any 
data flow errors or API issues that arise, and our first-class 
customer success team is always available to makes sure the 
platform is serving your needs.

Here at Improvado, we understand these challenges 
well — after all, we went through the pain of building it 
ourselves.
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